
Holster Draw Hours  
Rules of Participation 

Restricted Holster Types: 
Serpa holster (any style with trigger finger release), Nylon or Cordura, Shoulder, Cross draw, Small of 
the back, Pocket, Sticky, Bang Bra (woman), Inner thigh (woman) or any holster the RSO deems 
unsafe: in condition, use or firearm retention method will not be allowed. 

Restricted Draws and Placement: 
Cross draw from strong or support side. Holsters will be worn on body from appendix to no further 
back than 4 o’clock (kidney).


Kit and belts first then: 
1. With the No Mag and Slide locked open,  

place the firearm into the holster while at the back table 

In stalls: 
1. Load and make ready (magazine in the firearm and chamber a round) 
2. Re-holster, draw and shoot 
3. Minimum shooting distance for targets is 1 yard  (center and lower areas of targets only) 
4. Head shots require targets at 5 yards minimum 
5. 4 consecutive rounds may be fired at any one time 

Before exiting the stall:  
The firearm must be cleared, magazine out, slide locked open and holstered. 
Revolvers need to be cylinder closed and hammer down.  

CCW:  
1. CCW carry guns may remain loaded as long as they are concealed 
2. CCW carries should enter the stall first, unload defensive ammo and re-holster 
3. Purse draw is allowed and requires additional training 

Users must be approved by Range Manager 
4. Use of stall sides for cover practice is allowed when the range is not busy 

The muzzle can not leave the stall and No cross stall shooting at targets 
5. Cover with stall sides will be performed with targets at least 7 yards 

No cover practice in stall #28 

Holster Safety Violations: 
Unsafe behavior including but not limited to flagging, range damage, refusal to follow commands of 
staff, violation of holster rules and/or range rules constitutes at a minimum, loss of privileges for the 
day, or possible loss of holster qualification status. Firearms outside the stall area with the slide closed 
constitutes a verbal warning on the first offense. Secondary warning constitutes loss of privileges for 
the day. Continual violations will constitute the loss of holster qualification status with no renewal or 
refund option. Dropping a loaded firearm may constitute a loss of holster qualification status and 
permanent suspension of holster privileges. Dropping an unloaded firearm constitutes the loss of 
privileges for the remainder of the day and required mandatory re-qualification of the holster course.


Zero Tolerance Rule: 
Exiting the range with a OWB holstered exposed or partially exposed firearm constitutes a permanent 
suspension of holster privileges and no refund. Only CCW carries can leave the range with a fully 
concealed firearm.
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